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ABSTRACT
An overlap of time period between Homo erectus and Homo sapiens has not been 
confirmed. There are two missing links in human history, i.e. between man and ape 
and between the progressive Homo erectus and archaic Homo sapiens.  Specimen 
dating on Java Man has been discrepant among research groups, and the use of 
molecular biology in ancient specimens is a novelty. This study intends to use 
fossilised specimens to harvest and sequence the DNA for ribosomal analysis and 
formulating comparative phylogeny among ancient man, modern man, and other 
hominids. We aimed to reconstruct the evolution pathway, the phylogenetic tree 
between ancient and modern hominids, and discover the uniqueness of Homo 
sapiens sapiens. Dental calculus was analysed to identify starch, carbohydrate, 
and protein to illustrate paleo dietary pattern. Soil samples were examined for 
pollen and phytoliths to elaborate on ancient ecosystem. Blood samples were 
procured from indigenous people along the riverflow region of Bengawan Solo to 
analyse modern human DNA. 
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